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DE-LUXE has been the cornerstone of the Burleigh beachfront precinct since 1930. Once a destination for elaborate

gatherings, classic films and community dances, this reimagination of the site embraces its well-told chapters. Welcome

to a sensory immersion that blurs the line between eras DE-LUXE is the perfect meeting point between classic grandeur

and modern sophistication. The property presents just four remaining Sky Homes, each underscored by a sense of

eminent elegance, uninterrupted disconnect and a lavish realm of living.  These residences play on the subtleties that

emerge when a perfectly curated design blends with natural beauty. Rich stone, polished plaster and travertine features

characterized the open plan living space, creating the canvas for shared memories and time spent in company. Carefully

designed and constructed Sky Gardens ensure the property molds around the mesmerizing north facing ocean vista to

offer unrivalled views of the ocean and beyond.   But it's the kitchen that irrefutably forms the heart of the home. This

entertainer's space showcases premium appliances, an expansive butler's room, striking marble benches and bespoke

timber cabinetry. It's the perfect place to bring loved ones together.  Enjoy the haven of relaxation that is the master

bedroom. Bathed in sunlight and overlooking the ocean, the room boasts a spacious walk-in-robe and a hotel-inspired

ensuite with a freestanding tub, double stone vanity and rain head shower. An additional bedroom with ensuite completes

the residence's first floor, while the two further bedrooms and multipurpose room on the second floor are ideal for zoned

living.  Sitting directly opposite the glistening shores of the Burleigh Heads beachfront, DE-LUXE is only moments away

from the heart of the action. Reach golden sands in a matter of steps, or venture only a few minutes further to reach the

bustling James Street precinct.  DE-LUXE is also home to a boutique collection of retail and dining, while the

residents-only pool and entertaining outdoor space invite daily restoration.  A new haven beckons. This is De-Luxe.

Features: Residents-only pool and outdoor retreat access Open plan living Seamless blend between indoor and

outdoor entertaining spaces, with a separate multi-purpose room for zoned living Striking entertainers kitchen enjoys

premium appliances, an expansive stone island bench and butler’s room Three generous bedrooms with ample storage

and Multi-purpose room Huge master retreat features spacious walk-in-dressing room and a hotel-inspired ensuite

with a freestanding tub, double stone vanity and rain-head shower 


